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Abstract

Some learners learn best by reading texts and analyzing diagrams, while some learn better by listening, or through debates, discussions and hands-on exercises. E-Learning courses are delivered using a combination of media to address such different learning styles. They normally consist of a combination of text, still graphics and animations, and audio narration (sometimes also called voice-over). However, do all E-Learning courses make use of the varied media in the best possible way? In this paper we will specifically analyze whether audio is effectively used in E-Learning courseware, and also look at a framework for appropriate usage of audio narration.

This paper doesn’t deal with the use of sound effects and background music in E-Learning courses.
1. Introduction

Some learners learn best by reading texts and analyzing diagrams, while some learn better by listening, or through debates, discussions and hands-on exercises. E-Learning courses are delivered using a combination of media to address such different learning styles. They normally consist of a combination of text, still graphics and animations, and audio narration (sometimes also called voice-over). However, do all E-Learning courses make use of the varied media in the best possible way? In this paper we will specifically analyze whether audio is effectively used in E-Learning courseware, and also look at a framework for appropriate usage of audio narration.

This paper doesn't deal with the use of sound effects and background music in E-Learning courses.

2. Reasons for including Audio Narration in E-Learning Courses

It is interesting to note that audio narration is included in E-Learning courseware for a variety of perceptions that clients or designers have regarding its use. Some of these are listed here.

a. Audio narration provides significant learning gains to learners.
b. Audio narration adds an element of interest and engagement.
c. In story and scenario-based courses, audio sets the tone and conveys the emotions of the characters in the scenario.
d. When presenting an expert's opinion, audio narration adds an element of authenticity.
e. Users expect to hear audio narration in courses because it's a commonly used and considered a standard.
f. Clients demand audio narration because it adds polish to the course.

Of the above reasons, possibly the first four reasons can be said to be in the interest of the learner. As Instructional designers, we need to combine text, visual and audio narration in such a way that the course is effective and engaging to learners, and not just because it's a standard in multimedia design or because the client demands it.

3. Multimedia Design Principles

To understand when audio narration actually makes E-Learning effective, let us first look at the principles that guide the design of multimedia. Multimedia design is guided by the following seven principles (as advocated by Richard Mayer & Ruth Clark).

1. Multimedia principle: Students learn better from words and pictures than from words alone.
2. Spatial Contiguity Principle: Students learn better when corresponding words and pictures are presented near rather than far from each other on the page or screen.
3. Temporal Contiguity Principle: Students learn better when corresponding words and pictures are presented simultaneously rather than successively.
4. Coherence Principle: Students learn better when extraneous words, pictures, and sounds are excluded rather than included.
5. **Modality Principle**: Students learn better from animation and narration than from animation and on-screen text.

6. **Redundancy Principle**: Students learn better from animation and narration than from animation, narration, and on-screen text.

7. **Individual Differences Principle**: Design effects are stronger for low-knowledge learners than for high-knowledge learners and for high-spatial learners rather than low-spatial learners.

For the purpose of this paper, we will consider the two principles that address the use of audio and narration, viz. the **modality principle** and the **redundancy principle**.

### 3.1 Audio and the Modality Principle

To understand the modality principle, let’s understand how the human brain works – in the context of the working memory. The working memory is concerned with the storage of limited information and it stores auditory information separately from visual information. When a concept is explained using visuals and text, the visual area of working memory gets overloaded. On the other hand, when you explain a visual using audio, the information is divided between the two working memory systems and this optimizes the capacity of working memory.

Therefore, as per the modality principle, audio should be used in situations where a cognitive overload is likely. For example, if you are watching a complex process presented visually, your brain needs to focus on the visual. If you have to read text and at the same time focus on the visual, it will cause a cognitive overload.

There are times, however, that you may want to use only text and not audio. For example, if you are providing a detailed set of instructions for attempting an exercise in your E-Learning courseware, it is better to provide this as on-screen text. This helps learners to easily refer to the instructions as many times as they want.

When creating a course for a global audience, it is better not to include audio as the primary medium for presenting content because English may not be the first language for a significant number of learners. Such learners will benefit from reading text at their own pace rather than hear it.

### 3.2 Audio and the Redundancy Principle

Have you noticed that a lot of E-Learning courses provide an exact audio narration of large amount of text on the screen? These are probably those courses where audio is included either because it’s a standard or the customer has demanded it.

As per the redundancy principle, it is better to have audio and animation only rather than text, audio and animation.

There are some situations in which redundancy may work. For example, some people prefer listening to reading large amounts of text. Likewise, for visually impaired users who do not use assistive technology, having audio narration may be useful.

### 3.3 Audio and the Reading Pace

Research has shown that if the text is exactly the same as audio, it can hamper learning. This is so because the speed at which most people read is faster than the speed at which a narrator typically reads out the same text. As a result, a learner may be reading the on-screen text ahead of the narrator, resulting in a conflict between ears and eyes.
4. Framework for Using Audio Narration in E-Learning Courses

Now that we have a little theoretical background to the use of audio narration, let’s look at the audio framework that we use at Knowledge Platform. This framework is designed to help arrive at an informed decision on audio narration usage in E-Learning.

In this framework, we define four styles of audio narration based on our experience on working with audio narration in E-learning courses.

- **Style 1**: Text & Audio. Narration and text are exactly the same.
- **Style 2**: Text & Audio. Part of the text is narrated.
- **Style 3**: Text & Audio. Narration is different from the text.
- **Style 4**: Audio Only. Narration only, no text.
4.1 Style 1: Narration and Text are exactly the same

In this style, the on-screen text is narrated verbatim. A sample from a course using this style is shown below. All the text on the screen is narrated verbatim.

When discussing options for audio narration, we typically advice our customers to avoid this style, especially if there is a lot of on-screen text in the course. In addition to the problems associated with the redundancy principle, another issue is an increase in the file size due to large amounts of text being read out. When bandwidth may be limited, this style should be avoided.

Often, customers demand this style because of their perception of what media an E-learning course should contain, but later come back to us for removing it or making it optional.
4.2 Style 2: Part of the text is narrated

In this style, a part of the on-screen text is narrated. This is usually the lead-in text or instructions to attempt an exercise.

This style may be useful to add an additional element of interest in content. It can break monotony, without increasing the file size significantly. By limiting the narrated audio, one can avoid the redundancy-related problems.

A sample from a course using this style is shown below. Only the lead-in text (shown in pink on the left side of the screen) is read out by the narrator. Since the course is story-based, audio narration helps build the flow across pages and also adds an element of drama needed for such a course.
4.3 Style 3: Narration is different from the text

In this style, a synopsis or gist of the on-screen text is narrated.

This style is usually chosen because customers or designers believe that verbatim narration is wasteful or boring.

Although the above perception is not incorrect, we believe that in choosing this solution to overcome the problem of redundancy causes another type of problem, that of cognitive overload.

Studies have shown that while congruent material can enhance comprehension and learning, incongruent material can significantly reduce it. Learners are forced to listen to a summarized version of what they may not yet have read completely, causing confusion. Therefore, we strongly recommend that this style be avoided, because it doesn’t add any value and might reduce instructional value.
4.4 Style 4: Narration only, no text

In this style, audio narration is combined with on-screen visuals or animations. On-screen text is not visible upon entry into the page.

This style is recommended when explaining a complex visual or process. It also helps tell a story in a compelling manner by using the right voice, tone and accent. This style can be effectively combined with Style 2.
When using this style, two elements are important to ensure learning effectiveness: a transcript of the audio narration and synchronization between the visuals and the audio narration. Transcript of the audio narration ensures that learners can easily access the text that is being read out. Synchronization between the visuals and the audio narration ensures that visuals displayed correspond exactly with the audio narration.

It is also very important to plan for the learner who doesn’t have the required hardware by providing alternative treatment. A Transcript button may not be enough if an animation relies heavily on audio. The sample shown below demonstrates one such technique in which learners can choose one of the two viewing modes (Graphics or Animation with audio).
5. A Word of Caution

Under some circumstances, including audio narration becomes a bad idea. Do consider these carefully before making this critical design decision.

Localization
When a course needs to be localized in other languages, it is generally a good idea to not include audio narration. Audio narration increases the effort and expense required to localize courses and also introduces errors that are rather difficult to detect and fix. Our data shows that the cost of localizing an English course is about 20% of the original development cost, if the course has no audio narration. If the course has audio narration, then the cost is about 30% of the original development cost.

Some customers request for audio narration in the English course, but do away with it in the localized versions. Of course, this is only possible if audio narration is not an integral part of the course design and can be switched off without any significant loss to the learner. Style 4 of audio narration becomes a huge problem.

Low Bandwidth
Despite advances in audio compression techniques, audio files still increase the course size significantly. This becomes a major pain point when bandwidth available to learners is limited. We have had cases in which the customer paid for including audio narration, but later requested that it be taken out because of slow download speed for low bandwidth learners. This solution worked because audio was not used as the primary medium of instruction on any single page.

Infrastructure
It is important to keep in mind that not all learners will be equipped with speakers/headphones required to listen to audio narration in the course. This can be a serious problem if style 4 is used without alternative treatments.

Global audience
Often, a course designed for one audience is used by employees in other locations. Audio narration recorded for one location may not work well for learners in other locations because of accent and style of speaking. Some learners may just be more comfortable reading text at their own pace, rather than hear a narrator.
6. Conclusion

In this paper, we described four different styles of using audio narration in E-learning courses. The table below summarizes the key features of these styles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Narration Type</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. | **Narration and text exactly the same**      | • May work for learners who prefer to listen rather than read large amounts of text.  
• Learners who are not equipped for audio can simply read the text, without losing out on any message. | • Causes disruption in learning (redundancy principle)  
• Increases file sizes and download time |
| 2. | **Part of the text is narrated**              | • Adds an element of interest without increasing the file size a lot  
• Helps tell engaging stories  
• Helps emphasize key instructions | • Where bandwidth is very limited, the additional audio element can increase download time and cause frustration. |
| 3. | **Narration is different from the text**      |                                                                      | • Causes disruption in learning.  
• Adds an overhead to write a different audio script. |
| 4. | **Narration only, no text**                  | • Helps explain complex concepts/processes  
• Helps tell engaging stories | • Learners who are not equipped for audio will lose out on key messages.  
• Need to provide viewing options, increasing the cost of the solution.  
• Becomes difficult and expensive to localize courses. |

Do not assume that audio narration must be used in E-Learning courses always, and on every page. Also do not assume that adding audio which is just the same as text aids E-Learning and caters to varied learning styles. Like any other strategy that you use to enable learning, the use of audio narration too should be done after a lot of thought and analysis – so that it is applied only with the aim of enhancing learning.
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